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Elise L : is the welcome message a text post or a video?        

Kathryn Hobbs : Hi Elise, The welcome post can be posted by you in the discussion associated 
with your video (you'll see when the Showcase opens)                                               

Lynn C : 5 pm EDT?               

Kathryn Hobbs : Yes, 5 PM EDT              

Elise L : can we put that text over our own images?         

Melissa R : Where do we find the social media toolkit? Sorry.         

Sarah O : https://stemforall2022.videohall.com/pages/about/media-toolkit                   

Kim Descoteaux : Elise, the logo and text is available on the social media toolkit to add to your 
own images   - If you are savvy enough to do that - go for it!                                                  

Kathryn Hobbs : Melissa - the social media toolkit has a link from the home page but also  the 
direct link is- https://stemforall2022.videohall.com/pages/about/media-toolkit                      

Melissa R : Thank you!                

Kathryn Hobbs : And Sarah's link is the direct link!           

Kim Descoteaux : Thanks Sarah for providing that link!            

Clara M : Can you put the link in the chat please?         

Clara M : never mind - I see it above! Thanks.          

Andrea B : Do we have to be logged in to comment/respond.         

Kathryn Hobbs : Andrea, yes, you should login so that your posts are associated with your name 
and photo. (Also if you don't login in, you'll have to verify it, etc. before it posts.)                                       

https://stemforall2022.videohall.com/pages/about/media-toolkit
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Jose M : is it possible to get a link to the webinar slides? That may be more useful than the 
recording                                                   

Kathryn Hobbs : All presenters have a login. You can use the 'need help' to recover (or setup) 
your password, as needed.                                                   

Kim Descoteaux : They will be available separately to download on the same post as the 
recording    

Theresa R : Is there a way for us to edit any parts of our submission before it goes live? i.e the 
title or categories.                                                

Kathryn Hobbs : Theresa, Please email contact@stemforall.videohall.com if you have any 
questions. The site is not currently open for edits.                                                     

Chelsea L : How/when will we know if our video wasn't accepted?         

Kathryn Hobbs : Chelsea, all videos have now been reviewed. If there were issues, people have 
been contacted. Otherwise, you are good to go!                                                 

Chelsea L : Thanks Kathryn!                

Dorothy B : Hear you both now!              

Theresa S : you’re back :-)               

Karlena S : Will we be able to view our own video on the website before the public does? I 
know it was mentioned that subtitles would be added.                                            

Carla S : Yes I am concerned about the accuracy of the subtitles. Will we get a chance to 
review/edit?                                                     

Kathryn Hobbs : Karlena - please review on Monday when you are posting your first message. If 
you see any issues, you can email contact@stemforall.videohall.com                                                

Karlena S : got it, thanks! @Kathryn              

Clara M : It happens, no problem              

Kathryn Hobbs : Carla - yes, please review the captions on Monday and let us know if you see 
any changes you need.                                                  

Karlena S : We totally get it @Joni!             

Kathryn Hobbs : The captions we provide you turn on/off. If you have built in captions, they will 
still be there.                                                    



Theresa S : Nice features                

Jackelyn R : This platform is really cool             

Barbara R : We missed Joni’s comments about sharing the presentation   

Kim Descoteaux: It was just an animation of the Facebook sharing, it will be in the slides that we 
post.        

Theresa R : @Jackelyn agreed!                

Whitney J : Agree. This platform has great functionality for such a large event.       

Connie F : Is it too late to add co-presenters?           

Carla S : @Kathryn, do you mean next Monday 2-May or Monday 5/9?        

Kathryn Hobbs : Hi Connie, Yes it's too late. However, please have colleagues create a login and 
join in the discussion starting May 10                                                 

Kathryn Hobbs : Carla - Monday 9-May eve is when the site opens for presenters to post their 
first message and view their presentations                                                 

Catherine Q : Are we able to post prior to May 10th in preparation or do we need to wait until 
May 10th?                                                  

Kathryn Hobbs : Catherine, As Joni noted, the site opens Monday at 5 PM for presenters to post 
their first message. (We'll be sending email reminders for this too.)                                            

Alisa K : Is there a location where pronouns for presenters and co-presenters are visible on the 
platform?   

Catherine Q : Okay. Thank you.               

Dorothy B : WIll presenters and co-presenters get those email reminders?          

Christina B : 1 Alisa's question about presenter pronouns            

Kathryn Hobbs : Alisa, there is not a location on the website. As people post, they can sign as 
they wish.                                                    

Kathryn Hobbs : All presenters and co-presenters will be receiving emails during the days of the 
Showcase with reminders and tips.                                                    

Kathryn Hobbs : To be sure you see the emails, be sure to check your junk/promotional email 
folders too! They often get caught in those.                                                



Dorothy B : Thank you!                

Alisa K : Pronoun question - Ah okay. For future showcases, including presenters and co-
presenters pronouns next to their names will reduce the amount of times folks might be 
misgendered!                                           

Kathryn Hobbs : Alisa, thank you for this feedback.            

Carla S : Thank you for this presentation. I would like to please ask y'all to consider the 
demographics of the presenters and co-presenters that you have featured for the example 
discussion posts.                                        

Sandy M : Is there a LinkedIn voting option?            

Carla S : It is a NOT a very diverse group and this Video Showcase is purportedly about Access, 
Inclusion, and Equity in NSF-Funded work.                                                

Kathryn Hobbs : Carla, thank you.               

Kathryn Hobbs : Sandy - there is not a LinkedIn option, but you can share your url to your 
presentation via LinkedIn to bring people to your page.                                             

Debalina M : Lost again                

Claudia B : Can we still vote even after the Showcase is over?        

Dorothy B : URL sounds like a more direct way to do this on any of our social media. Is that 
what you suggest?                                                 

Kathryn Hobbs : https://multiplex.videohall.com                  

Kathryn Hobbs : Dorothy - yes.               

Barbara R : Can you explain Facebook referrals a little more?          

Kim Descoteaux : Dorothy, You can certainly do it that way          

Kathryn Hobbs : Claudia - voting will close on the 17th. You can still share your presentation 
though!   

Dorothy B : Thanks                 

Rebecca S : Is there anything to prevent spam bots from commenting? Is there a way to report 
a problematic comment if one happens?                                                 

Ann B : Will I be able to get view and comment statistics for our presentation?     

https://multiplex.videohall.com/


Kathryn Hobbs : Rebecca - yes. You will see a way to report. And posts have to be verified so 
they shouldn't show unless that happens                                               

Kim Descoteaux : Rebecca, we keep an eye on that through google analytics and filter any bot 
activity out  

Amy R : Related to @Rebecca’s comment, is there a way to monitor comments for harassment 
or bullying?   

Rebecca S : Thank you!                

Leah W : The grandparent comment story is cute            

Lynda M : Could you explain (again) the difference between Public Choice and Presenter 
choice?      

Elise L : you can also save chat anytime you want by clicking the three dots on the right and 
selecting save chat!                                                  

Tabatha R : Thank you! That was my question!            

Kathryn Hobbs : Lynda - Public Choice is for anyone to vote -- you colleagues, etc. Presenter 
Choice is only available to those that are presenters/co-presenters (you'll see the option when 
you are logged in)                                      

Kathryn Hobbs : Feel free to write to contact@stemforall.videohall.com if you have additional 
questions.       

Karlena S : Thank you!                

Ann P : Yes - really looking forward to this           

Clara M : Thank you for this! I need to jump off but I appreciate this session :-)   

Heidi L : Yes! Excited. :-)               

Theresa R : YES! I am excited              

Leah W : Yes!!                 

Kristen R :                      

Laura E : Thank you so much for this. It's been very helpful!        

Agda C : Yes! Really exited! Thank you!             

anne p : Thank you!                



Catherine Q : Yes. Excited. Thank you!              

Fenice B : I’m very excited. Great information. Thank you!           

Paul H : Thank you!                

Barbara H : Thank you so much! I really enjoyed last year and we are excited to share our 
project this year,                                                   

Rhonda C : This is very helpful especially for those of us who are new.      

Andrea B : Thank you, Joni and Kathryn!             

Peter T : Very helpful, thank you!              

Leah W : Thank you!                

Jackelyn R : Thank you!                

James W :                      

Theresa S : Thanks - very helpful              

Jesus L : Thanks for all the information!!             

Tabatha R : Thank you! Very useful.              

James P : Yes thank you!               

Gabriela R : Thank You!                

Matt M : Thanks!                 

Liz D : Thank you !               

Jamelle E : Thank you!                

Barbara R : Thanks!                 

Connie F : Thanks. Very helpful guidance. Looking forward            

Ambika S : Thank you!                

Adania F : Will this presentation be available?             

Emily E : Thank you!                

Adania F : Thank you                



Claudia B : Thank you so much!              

Janet S : Thank you!!!                

Lisette T : Thank you!                

Kim P : Thanks. See you all online!             

Heidi L : What was that? contactus@stemforallvideo.com?              

Cassy B : Thank you! I look forward to being involved!          

Dalila D : Thank you. Awesome session as always            

                    

 


